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ABSTRACT 
To perform the test of the existence of the target and background and discriminate between them in different bands in similar 
temperature, threshold method is proposed in this study. We proposed a procedure to calculate discriminability function (DF) 
by using two equations in order to discriminate between target and background, the resulted values of DF from these equations 
is plotted as function of target temperature (Tt) and emissivity  (1-  in different wavelength under two selected case of 
atmosphere transmission variable (  =0.6-1) and invariable (  =1). The data are resulted from these equations is converted into 
image and analyze which equation is appropriate to calculate DF. The output programs from the best equations can be used as 
a code and feed or put it in a chip of IR missile use for tracking, detection and discrimination target from background or 
discrimination multiple targets.A modeling program is performed using MATLAB program in order to verify proposed method. 
Keywords:target discrimination, detection, radiance, tracking. 
1.INRODUCTION 
A target of interest exhibits an effective temperature difference from its background due to energy exchange with the 
environment, self-heating, emissivity differences, or reflection of other sources. To detect a target successfully the right 
spectral region or regions must be selected in which to image the target against the background, where the contrast is 
greatest, and where the background clutter is least [1]. The basic principle of IR detection is the discrimination of 
target's IR radiance in the detector's wavelength band with the background IR radiance (atmospheric emission/solar 
radiation) [2].Automatic target detection and discrimination is a difficult due to the high variability of targets and 
background clutter and the low spatial resolution of thermal images. Usually, targets in thermal IR images show up as 
bright objects on a background [3]. Detectors employ a threshold rule on the measurements to detect a target in the 
presence of random backgroundnoise. A threshold-limited detector shows all pixels above a specified intensity value as 
targets that have, at the time of imaging, a large temperature differential from the background.  
Thresholding as a technique for target detection, identification, tracking, and possibly target quantification is of limited 
use. It is a technique which is not suitable for situations where the target differs by only small temperature differences 
from the background and for situations where both the target and background show variations in radiance which can 
approach or exceed the differences between the mean values of the temperatures of the target and of the background 
[4]. Because of the broad aim of the study, it has been decided to use the assumption that the target and background act 
as Lambertiangraybodies with almost wavelength-independent emissivities over any given wavelength range. 
2. THEORITICAL PART 
 Planck showed that the total radiant existence is depended on the wavelength λ and the absolute surface temperature T, 
The spectral emittance, , of a blackbody is given by Planck's Law as in equation (1) 

 
Two cases are used in this method to discriminate target from background: 
First case 
The differences of the radiance from background B, which is to be discriminated from target A, would have a similar 
form. If target A needed to discriminate from background B on the basing of the mean radiance from sets of m pixels 
consisting only of target A and of background B, and there are no visible clouds in the sky, the needed radiance 
difference between the means of radiance values from sets of pixels over each target for differentiation with a 95% 
probability of being correct is [5]: 
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= blackbody emissivity for the background (2) at temperature T. 
Obviously, where the half width of the 95% confidence interval exceeds the coefficient of the difference between the 
mean radiances, DF > 1.0, and discrimination is therefore not possible, it is possible only at a lower confidence level. 
Thus, for discrimination to be possible in spite of the random variations considered, at the 95% level of confidence DF 
must be <1.0 [5]. 
 Evidence exists to show that there is angular anisotropy of the emissivity of ground targets. In the situation of emitted 
thermalradiance, the atmospheric attenuation consists mainly of absorption, for emitted thermal-infrared radiance at 
ground level equation can be written as [7]: 

 
Where is the directional radiant spectral emittance and is the spectral radiant existence of a 
blackbody at temperature T (degrees Kelvin). The premise here is that the radiator is a gray body. The spectral radiance 
at the sensor is equivalent to the spectral target element emissivity for the geometry assumed multiplied by the 
blackbody radiant emittance at the temperature of the target multiplied by the atmospheric extinction coefficient plus 
the spectral sky radiance. Therefore, in the situation of emitted thermal radiance, the equivalent equation to the optical 
reflective equation is written as [6]: 

 
Where the spectral extinction coefficient at altitude z is and where scattering or absorption occurs 
into zenith and azimuth angles here it is considered that the predominant atmospheric effect is absorption. 
There is also an atmospheric self-radiance term:  
   The interaction of this spectral thermal radiance with the detecting device is given by the expression for the recorded 
radiance [5]: 

In such calculation the variance in variable x is corresponded to the sample variance , which may be 
experimentally identified. Equation (2) may be evaluated for the thermal IR case as discussed by duggin[5]. 
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Second case: 
In this case that where a dependent variable  is a function of two other variables (x, y), the sample variance in the 
dependent variable  is given by [4]: 

 
Here the terms of a lower order of magnitude are in general negligible where the coefficient of variation of each of the 
variables x, y is less than 0.20, and the covariance may be written using the well-known formula: 

 
Where:  is the correlation coefficient between the two sample distributions. Thus, for a single band  

 
From equations (4),(5),(13) and (14) the sample variances in the radiances recorded from the target and background in 
a selected band are, respectively [4]: 

 
Random variation in the recorded radiance from representative pixels located in two targets to be separated by remote 
sensing data places a limit on target discriminability. The measure of discriminability, at a preselected level of 
confidence is given for wavelength λ. by the following equation [8]: 

 
For discrimination to be feasible at the pre-determined level of confidence, then D.F. must be  Now [8]. 

 

3. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION 
The example of IR image used in this method is the image of Beechcraft King Air twin propeller image was taken with 
a FLIR SC7000 midwave-infrared (MWIR) camera. The target temperature range (299-413K) and background 
temperature is proposed to be constant in same range of target temperature.The target and background are considered 
to be gray bodies so their emissivities is smaller than 1 (black body emissivity =1).  
In first case by using equations (3), and (9) to calculate discriminability function DF to discriminate target from 
background. The modeling results are calculated in three wavelength band-width (1.9-2.9 µm), (3-5 µm), and (8-12 
µm), in each band target temperature (Tt) is varied from 299K to 413K in increment 5.5, background temperature is 
invariable, atmosphere transmission is constant (  , target emissivity  is varied from 0.05 to 0.95 in 
increment 0.045. sample variances for emissivities is 0.05 and for atmosphere transmission is 0.05 too. The 
discriminability function DF is vertical axis (z-axis) on both of target temperature (Tt) (x-axis) and  (y-axis) is 
evaluated for invariable background emissivity . . This calculation is also performed for (1-14 µm) band-
width for two cases of atmosphere transmission ( : the first one is varied from 0.6 to 1 in increment 0.02, and the 
second one is invariable (  . 
In second case by using equation (15), (16), (17), and (18) to calculate discriminability function DF. In these 
calculations the covariance term was always small. The correlation coefficient (  between the recorded radiances is 
0.1. and also same calculation as in first case. 
3-D plots are used in this method because of these plots show the reactive effect of target-to-background emissivity 
contrast and temperature variances for different atmospheric transmissions. 
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From figure (1) and (2) it can be observed that the maximum peak value of discriminability function at (DF=1) of 
similar target and background temperature, then it can be concluded that the best discrimination between target and 
background can be calculated in this region and any change of target temperature will change (DF). Variability of 
atmosphere transmission will not affect the general behavior of plot it only reduces points of plot at variable 
atmosphere. Higher variability of atmosphere yielded larger value of DF, where the temperature and emissivity of the 
target and background similar, discrimination between them is impossible.  
 
Figure (3) and figure (4) show the resulted value of DF from equation (9) and (18) respectively plotted as a function of 
(Tt and (1- ) with target temperature is (Tt=299-413K), )  background temperature (TB=356 K ) and invariable 
atmosphere transmission (  of different wavelength band-width (1.9-2.9 µm), (3-5 µm),(8-12µm) and (1-14 . 
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Figure 3 relationship of DF and (Tt and (1-ε_A))  of wavelength band-width (1.9-2.9 µm), (3-5 µm),(8-12µm) and (1-

14 µm). 

 
Figure 4 relationship of DF and (Tt and (1- ε_A))of wavelength band-width (1.9-2.9 µm), (3-5 µm),(8-12µm) and (1-

14 µm). 
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From figures (3) and (4) it can be noticed that every plot in every wavelength band-width is a part of plot in wavelength 
band-width (1-14µm). Then it can be concluded that the equation (9) that used to find Half Width (H.W) it is 
appropriate in calculating DF in range (1-14 µm) because it gives whole vision of normal behavior of system as 
compared with reference [4]. 
Two equations (9 and 18) are used to calculate discriminability function (DF), and (DF) is plotted as function of (Tt 
and (1- ) with variable target temperature (Tt=299-413 K), invariable background temperature (TB=356 K), and 
background emissivity . By comparing the resulting figures from these two equations with different  
wavelength band-width the resulted figures are as bellow: 
 

 
Figure 5  DF as function of (Tt and (1- ) of wavelength band-width (1-14  µm) upper figure is by using equation (9) 

and lower figure is by using equation (18). 
 

 
Figure 6 DF as function of (Tt and (1- ) of wavelength band-width (1.9-2.9 µm) upper figure is by using equation 

(9) and lower figure is by using equation (18). 
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Figures (5),(6),(7), and (8) show that the resulting curves by using equation (9) is like as resulting curve by using 
equation (18). 

 
 So what is the best equation that can be used to calculate discriminability function (DF)? 
Resulted data from equations (9) and (18) for wavelength bands-width is transformed to image  and the new images is 
combine with the general image, now for each equation there is new image with four wavelength band-width as in 
figure (9) and (10).  

 
Figure 9 generated image of DF data from equation (9). 
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Figure 10 generated image of DF data from equation (18). 

 
By comparing resulted data from this method with results in reference [9], it can be noticed that in figure (10)the 
image in wavelength band (1.9-2.9 µm)  get blacker than image in wavelength band (8-12µm) while all image in 
figures (9) is in same color, so it can be concluded that equation (18) is the best equation to calculate DF.  
4. CONCLUSION 
In this work we form mathematical programs to use in discrimination between targets and backgrounds by using 
threshold method, the most important conclusion of this method is that, According to missile work the missile must be 
saved target image with it coordinates and information such as wavelength band-width, and compare saved image of 
target with the captured images by using thermal camera mounted on missile in order to determine missile track then 
the output programs from the best equations can be put in the chip of IR missile to use it to discriminate target from 
background, and this method is can be used in infrared countermeasure (IRCM). 
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